
Et si au lieu de partager 

les données, on partageait 

le savoir?



The elementary blocks of data analysis
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 Input privacy:
Personal data is not exposed 

during computation
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Input privacy

        

Output privacy:
No personal data 
in the released 
information



How to guarantee outputs are anonymous?
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1/ Remove PII?

Name Address Movie #1 Movie #2Email Movie #3 Movie #4

The fields are likely to be unique and easy to 
match to individuals

=> REMOVE

This combination of fields is probably unique, but it would be 
bad luck if someone uses it to identify someone.

=> KEEP



1/ Remove PII



2/ Aggregate?

▸ As long as there are unique rows, there is re-identification risk

▸ Aggregation does improve things but:

▹ It destroys most of the potential for machine learning

▹ It is not a silver bullet and can still lead to re-identification (triangulation?)

▹ It requires ad hoc decision making

=> Sharing ‘anonymous’ data is probably an illusion



A “mathematical” definition of anonymous 

information

“Anonymous information: information which does not relate to an identified or 
identifiable natural person.”

“Data which could be attributed to a natural person by the use of additional 
information should be considered to be information on an identifiable natural 
person”. (GDPR, Recital 26)

https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/recital-26-GDPR.htm


A “mathematical” definition of anonymous 

information

“Anonymous information: information which does not relate to an identified or 
identifiable natural person.”

“Data which could be attributed to a natural person by the use of additional 
information should be considered to be information on an identifiable natural 
person”. (GDPR, Recital 26)

=> Anonymous information tells nothing on any given individual
=> No matter what is already known

https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/recital-26-GDPR.htm


An algorithm A is (ε,δ)-differentially private if for any two neighboring datasets D and D’ and any event S:

A mathematical definition of anonymous 

information: Differential privacy
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Not quite sharing “data”

        

DP

Knowledge



Not quite sharing “data”

        

Anonymous models

Anonymous queries

Synthetic data

● Any data, no matter how sensitive
● Any learning objective
● No assumption on what information may be used

DP



Sarus: Learn from Data You cannot See 

with Privacy Guarantees

 
 

Differential privacy is 
built into every API call

Use Synthetic Data and 
native SQL/ML SDK 

Sarus Vault: A Remote 
Execution Environment
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Differential privacy is 
built into every API call

Use Synthetic Data and 
native SQL/ML SDK 

Sarus Vault: A Remote 
Execution Environment



Privacy-by-design data-centric organization

CENTRAL DATA LAKE

ANALYTICS / 
SCIENCE

PERSONAL
DATA

   
 OTHER LOBs

AI PARTNERS

INNOVATION TEAM

DISTRIBUTION 
PARTNERS

 
 

  

  
  



Secure collaboration with external partners

CENTRAL DATA LAKE

PERSONAL
DATA

   
 

UPLOAD DATA/MODELS

ANONYMOUS LEARNINGS
EXTERNAL PARTNER



Leverage data across organization silos or 

geographic borders

CENTRAL DATA TEAM

   

   

   

 
 

  

 
 


